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Tablet kiosks
& enclosures
Armodilo produces the
world’s most innovative
and highest quality tablet
kiosks and stands
Original Line products employ our
Tablet Fit Kit™ technology to allow
deployment of fully-enclosed
tablets in scenarios where security
and aesthetics are paramount.
XERO Line products employ static
tablet holders to allow deployment of
partially-enclosed tablets in scenarios
where brandability is paramount, and
where users can be trusted to access
all tablet buttons and features.

All Armodilo products can be customized
with a wide array of accessories & add-ons,
including graphic panels, silk-screened
or laser-etched branding, hangers and
trays for connected technologies (printers,
keyboards, headphones), barcode scanners,
card readers, rotational bases and more.
We also offer in-house printing along with
uniquely configured options for more
custom projects.

The Keyo™, AURA™ and ALUR™ products,
employ integrated tablet carriers to
allow the deployment of fully-enclosed
tablets with innovative features such
as back-lit branding, interchangeable
magnetic panels, and larger peripherals.
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the
original
tablet
transformer
Armodilo was the first company in North
America to design and produce tablet
display systems, and our commitment
to innovation is what keeps us at the
forefront of personalized digital signage.

That’s why our product line is the first
choice for integrating tablet devices
into high-traffic trade show, event,
retail, hospitality, and healthcare
environments.

From the inception of our 3-in-1 stand, which
won a coveted EXHIBITOR Buyers Choice
Award in 2012, we have since garnered many
additional design and innovation awards for
our highly elegant, innovative, and rugged line
of tablet display enclosures, stands and kiosks.

Our clients recognize us as inventors
and perfectionists, never ceasing to
improve what we make and what
we do. Between our products, our
reputation, and our world class
customer service, our clients come
back to us again and again for their
tablet deployment and hardware
mounting solutions because we use
the highest quality materials and
production methods to create truly
unique digital touch-points that get
noticed and stand the test of time.

With our reputation for innovative, high
quality products, we work with some of the
most distinguished brands around the
world. We keep pushing the boundaries of
tablet integration into commercial spaces –
innovating when others imitate, continually
reinventing the space we originally defined.
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better by
design
Functional, Flexible, Beautiful: From
the very beginning, we’ve designed
products that we ourselves would want
to own and use: products that are rugged,
innovative, functional and elegant. Our
commitment to product quality shines
through in everything we do.
Multi-tablet capability: Our Original
line of enclosures are the only true
multi-tablet capable enclosures on the
market. Our swappable Tablet Fit Kits™
let you upgrade your touch-point
hardware without the need to
replacethe whole enclosure.
Wi-Fi & cellular signal transparency:
Unlike other tablet enclosures on the
market, our products are designed to

ensure wireless signal transparency.
Inexpensive bent metal enclosures are
notorious for bad signal quality, but
we make sure you won’t go offline.
Personalized Branding: Our enclosures
look great, but we’ve designed them to
help you look great, too. With a variety
of personalized branding options, we
can make sure all eyes stay on you.

Customized Add-Ons and Peripherals:
Whether you need power or home
button access, card reader integration,
keyboards, a headphone hanger,
or an attached shelf, our goal is
to ensure your display is perfectly
customized to your needs.

Award-Winning Lineup
We’ve been recognized around the world
for our quality product designs, from trade
shows and events to interior design, the
global community is noticing. It all started
in 2012 with a coveted EXHIBITOR Buyers
Choice Award for the 3-in-1 tablet stand
– our very first product! Since then, we’ve
received additional awards for AURA™,
Sphere™ and our Original line of tablet stands.
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We were also named the #1 Digital
Display Trend at (DSE) Digital
Signage Expo in Las Vegas in 2013,
introducing the digital signage
industry to what we’ve dubbed
“Personalized Digital Signage”.
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100% north
american
Personalized design and innovation are
just the beginning, we’re also proud that
all of our products are designed and
manufactured in North America.

for our clients and gives us the tight
quality control we need to confidently
offer a lifetime warranty on all of
our products.†

Our diverse in-house team includes
experts in graphic and product design,
fabrication and print-production to
ensure the highest product quality.

We maintain our unprecedented level
of client satisfaction through our highly
effective communication throughout
the sales process, and by ensuring
product quality with our in-house
production team, local partners, and
two-pass quality control. That’s because
when you choose Armodilo, we want you
to invest in your brand with confidence.

Additionally, we work with local partners to
handle specialized production processes,
including metal cutting, fabrication, injection
molding, painting and finishing. Keeping our
design and production in-house and local
ensures a much more responsive process
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trusted the
world over
Organizations choose Armodilo products
when their brand equity matters.
We deliver the most innovative and
design-oriented enclosures, stands
and tablet kiosks on the market, and
our clients know that our North American
made products will stand the test of time.
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If you’re planning on using interactive
touch-points at events, in retail, for
professional services or beyond,
trust the company that developed
the original tablet transformer that
is installed and loved worldwide.
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Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #34
or armodilo.com for details.

3-in-1

Our 3-in-1 tablet stand is our original
multi-purpose digital signage
solution. Designed to be highly
versatile, lightweight and rugged,
the 3-in-1 works as a free-standing,
desktop or wall-mountable display

that is easy to set up or pack away in
our optional soft bag for a world-class
trade show and event experience.
The 3-in-1 won the coveted EXHIBITOR
Buyers Choice award in 2012 for its
build quality and unmistakable beauty.

• 3-in-1 enclosure (freestanding, desktop and wall-mount) with a secure,
fully enclosed ABS plastic tablet housing
• Award-winning design
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Lightweight aluminum for easy transportation and reduced shipping costs
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
• Fully integrated cable routing for a cable-free look
• Optional carrying bag set
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shown in Sky White

in Gun Metal Grey

in Black
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Canadian Pat.No. 141837 | U.S. Pat.No. D671545

• Many accessory and upgrade options available

Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #34
or armodilo.com for details.

Floor

Our Floor tablet stand offers the same
high quality build and profile as the 3-in-1.
Making it the perfect freestanding tablet
solution. The design of the Floor stand
is based on the award-winning 3-in-1,
except with the simplicity of using

only a single configuration.
Like the rest of our Original
products, the Floor stand offers
true multi-tablet compatibility with
our patent-pending Tablet Fit Kits™.

• Freestanding enclosure with a secure, fully enclosed ABS plastic tablet housing
• Award-winning design
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Lightweight aluminum for easy transportation and reduced shipping costs
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
• Fully integrated cable routing for a cable-free look
• Optional carrying bag set
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Shown in Sky White

Shown in Gun Metal Grey

Shown in Black
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Canadian Pat.No. 141837 | U.S. Pat.No. D671545

• Many accessory and upgrade options available

Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #34
or armodilo.com for details.

Curve

Curve is an elegant, static desktop
solution that provides a free-sitting tablet
display option. The single piece curved
aluminum base is graceful, yet tough,
and its viewing angle is ideal for content
display. Optional mounting holes provide

the choice of mounting the Curve
to any surface for enhanced theft
determent and security.
The tablet housing can be mounted
vertically or horizontally during setup.

• Curve desktop enclosure with a secure, fully enclosed ABS plastic tablet housing
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
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Shown in Sky White

Shown in Gun Metal Grey

Shown in Black
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Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #34
or armodilo.com for details.

Surface
Surface is a wall or desktop mountable
tablet display solution that provides
enhanced interactivity and movement
of the display through optional add-ons.
The ArmoTwist™ add-on allows for up to

360˚ rotation and 50˚ pivoting
movement of the enclosure head in
any direction, and a rotational base
option is also available to further
extend its versatility.

• Surface desktop or wall-mountable enclosure with a secure,
fully enclosed ABS plastic tablet housing
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
• Fully integrated cable routing for a cable-free look
• Various accessory and upgrade options available

0˚
Desktop or wall mountable
Optional swivel base
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Shown in Sky White

Shown in Gun Metal Grey

Optional base plate

Shown in Black
Optional rotational base

Optional baseplate
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Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #34
or armodilo.com for details.

Tilt

Tilt is the perfect low-footprint tablet
mounting solution for enhanced
interactivity. Mount Tilt on either a wall
or counter to provide a simple yet highly
rugged touch-point with a 90˚ (45˚ on

each side) range of movement
for sleek interactive experiences.
If you love the tilt-head design
of the Sphere™ (see page 30),
you’ll love the Tilt.

• Tilt desktop or wall-mountable enclosure with a secure,
fully enclosed ABS plastic tablet housing
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
• Fully integrated cable routing for a cable-free look
90˚

Desktop or wall mountable
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90˚

Shown in
Sky White

Shown in
Gun Metal Grey

Shown in
Black

Shown in
Dynamic Blue

Shown in
Fusion Green

Shown in
Daredevil Red

Internal cable management

Shown in
Sunkissed
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Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #34
or armodilo.com for details.

Wall

The Armodilo Wall is our ultra low
profile iPad and tablet wall mount
for kiosk and display installations.
Designed to provide a minimalistic
installation footprint, the Armodilo

Wall is easy to mount in low or
ultra-low profile configurations,
providing a rugged interactive
touch-point and wallmount kiosk.

•
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
• Fully integrated cable routing for a cable-free look
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Shown in
Sky White

Shown in
Gun Metal Grey

Shown in
Black

Shown in
Dynamic Blue

Shown in
Fusion Green

Shown in
Daredevil Red

Shown in
Sunkissed
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Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #34
or armodilo.com for details.

Spot

Spot is a rugged enclosure designed to
be fun and inviting. With the flexibility
to be set down in either landscape or
portrait mode, Spot is ideal for delivering
hands-on interactive experiences in any
environment. If you need your tablets to

be easy to pick up and set down,
then Spot is the enclosure for you.
Spot provides our renowned tablet
security and an optional Kensington
security plug add-on if you wish
to tether it down.

• Spot desktop tablet enclosure with a secure, fully enclosed
ABS plastic tablet housing
• Place it on any surface, pick it up, move it around
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Cable routing through the Spot ball
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Shown in
Sky White

Shown in
Gun Metal Grey

Shown in
Black

Shown in
Dynamic Blue

Shown in
Fusion Green

Shown in
Daredevil Red

Shown in
Sunkissed
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*VESA bracket shown not included

VESA

Our VESA-mountable tablet enclosures
are designed to be compatible with all
standard 75mm VESA mount brackets
to create the perfect personalized
touch point. A wide variety of options
are available through third parties to

create static, pivoting, rotational or
articulating tablet displays. Integrated
brass mount points and hardware are
included with every VESA mountable
tablet enclosure.

• VESA-mountable enclosure with a secure, fully enclosed
ABS plastic tablet housing
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
• Room inside enclosure for cable routing
* VESA mount bracket not included
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Shown in
Sky White

Shown in
Gun Metal Grey

Shown in
Black

Shown in
Dynamic Blue

Shown in
Fusion Green

Shown in
Daredevil Red

Shown in
Sunkissed
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Also available with our Xero™
tablet holder, see page #22
or armodilo.com for details.

Sphere

™

Say hello to our award-winning Sphere™,
the tablet stand with a playful, quirky
personality that lightens up any space.
No matter which way you turn it, Sphere
is fun and inviting. That’s the beauty of its

elegant design, and that’s why it
won the EXHIBITOR Buyers Choice
Award in 2014. Wherever you place it,
Sphere™ invites the whole world
to engage with you.

• Award-winning design
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Multi-tablet capability using our Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• ArmoLock™ security screws (stronger than traditional lock and key systems)
• Set up in landscape or portrait mode
•

90˚

• Optional rotation base add-on available
• Fully integrated cable routing for a cable-free look

Shown in
Sky White

Shown in
Gun Metal Grey

Shown in
Black

90˚
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Shown in
Dynamic Blue

Shown in
Fusion Green

Shown in
Daredevil Red

Shown in
Sunkissed

180˚

90˚

0˚

Optional rotational base
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Canadian Pat.No. 152696 | U.S. Pat.No. D705234 | European Design Reg.No. 002373365 | Australian Design Reg.No. 353254 (2014)

• Sphere desktop tablet mounting enclosure with a secure,
fully enclosed ABS plastic tablet housing

Xero

™

Custom manufactured for your specific
tablet, Xero™ is a highly customizable
display and mounting system for
multi-purpose accessible interactive
touch-points. Made of high quality
components, Xero™ is remarkable for
its fully customizable brandability,

including choice of designer motifs,
wood finishes or fully-printed inserts.
Xero™ combines an open style tablet
mounting solution with stylish
materials and full customization
options to be the perfect
personalized digital touch-point.

• Open-access, secure aluminum and acrylic tablet holder
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Fits any Original style tablet mount (3-in-1, Floor, Curve, Surface, Tilt, Wall or Sphere)
• Includes removable kickstand for landscape or portrait display
• Secure tablet mounting using ArmoLock™ security screws
• Available for a variety of tablet sizes, see the full list online
• Available in a variety of designer resins, or clear acrylic with
interchangeable printed graphics
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Flat wall or VESA
mountable

Available in a variety of custom order designer resins.
Honeycomb and Silverspun shown.

Custom printed graphic placed between two layers of
clear acrylic – prints can be changed easily.
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Various design patents pending

Removable kickstand

Shown in
Sky White

Shown in
Gun Metal Grey

Shown in
Black

Keyo

™

Wall or Surface mountable, Keyo™
provides a highly versatile tablet mounting platform. Formed aluminum & steel,
riveted for added structural integrity
creates a slimline enclosure with ample

room behind the tablet for peripherals
and add-ons. Multi-tablet capable
and designed to provide unequal
adaptability, Keyo offers an unparalleled
choice for tablet deployments.

• Formed aluminum & steel enclosure, riveted for increased strength
• Multi-tablet capability using a new Tablet Fit Kit™ system
• Easy-open front access with secure key lock
• Ample room inside for cables and peripherals
• Mount over electrical wall plate option
• Interchangeable side panels to easily add peripherals
• Available in 3 standard sizes and colours
• Wall or Surface mountable
• Landscape format standard (ask about portrait availability)

Ample room for cables and peripherals
1 Detachable front
3

2

panel provides easy
access to the tablet
and any integrated
peripherals

2 Lower rear opening

provides mounting
and cable options*

1

3 Changeable side

panels makes adding
peripherals easier
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AURA

™

AURA™ is one of the most attractive
graphically customizable tablet display
systems in the world. Whatever your
tablet display goals, AURA™ will give
you maximum exposure and flexibility.

With its quick-change graphic panels,
switching kiosk graphics is a breeze
and its integrated back-light system
gives your kiosk graphics maximum
visibility and perfect lighting.

• Fully enclosed, all aluminum tablet kiosk with integrated LED backlighting
and magnetized, changeable front graphic panels
• Lifetime Warranty†
• Precision machined components
• Highly secure tablet mounting using Armodilo tablet carrier and integrated key locks
• Fully integrated electrical components with a free plug for tablet charging
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Easy change magnetic,
backlit front panels
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ALUR

™

With its low profile, sleek silver accents,
and premium feel, ALUR is a tablet kiosk
designed to help you make the most of
your messaging.

Based on the design of our awardwinning AURA™ back-lit tablet kiosk,
ALUR is about focus. Using our innovative
quick-change magnetic panels to adjust
your graphics, messaging or branding on

your tablet kiosk will delight visitors
with a refined digital touchpoint.
ALUR is ideally suited to hospitality,
retail / commercial, trade show or
security deployments where visibility
is important. The quick-change graphic
panels make it easy to promote
new loyalty programs, promotions,
activations, and partnerships.

• High quality steel & aluminum construction.
• Painted high-gloss white front and back panels.
• Easily changeable magnetic graphic panel.
• Fully enclosed & secured with ArmoLock™ security screws.
• Available for a variety of Apple iPad models (landscape orientation only).
•

9

0

• New ALUR tablet carrier design makes it possible to switch
tablets of similar size by switching the carrier.
• ADA compliant design.
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High gloss white paint with
brushed aluminum accents

Easy change magnetic,
front panels

Innovative tablet
carrier design
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Accessories & Add-ons
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Front Graphic
Panel Holder

X-Frame Rear
Banner

Two clips that hold a rigid
graphic panel. Size can
range between 8″ - 28"
high and 10"+ wide.

Additional accessories and add-ons
available online at armodilo.com

Laser Etching

Silk Screening

Audio Port

A 14"
" banner
with corner grommets
stretched on an ‘X’ frame
banner stand.

Laser etching on the
faceplate cover to remove
the paint revealing the
base layer of steel.
A cost effective method
for creating crisp artwork.

Single or multi-colour
silkscreening of logos
or artwork on the front
faceplate cover.
A great choice for
larger order quantities.

Add a 3.5mm audio port
to any Original enclosure.
The audio port is located
on the long edge of the
enclosure.

iDynamo & eDynamo

Dynamag

Motorola Scanner

Power Button

Power Hole

A small black acrylic
bracket and housing

A tiltable bracket to hold
the Motorola DS457
barcode scanner.
90˚

A physical power button,
precision machined and
attached to the side of the
housing to correspond
with the power button of
the tablet.

A small hole, precision
machined into the side
of the housing. Use

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor, Surface,
Curve and Wall Tilt

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Headphone Hanger

Keyboard Tray

Electrical Cover

ArmoTwist™

Acrylic Shelf

Carrying Bags

Wooden Crates

QuikLink™ Secure

A slim form factor headphone hanger attaches
to the back of the Original
housing via the 75mm
VESA mounts.

Keyboard tray perfect
for the Apple or Samsung
Bluetooth keyboards.
Comes standard with lock-

Cover and secure your
tablet’s power adapter
with our baseplate electrical cover. Secures to
the baseplate using two
integrated mount points.

Add rotational and tilt
movement to the Original
3-in-1, Floor or Surface
models. Internal cable
routing and removable
0˚

A custom sized acrylic
shelf for small objects
such as mico-printers,
products or samples.

VESA Adapter

Custom options

Two nylon bags to hold
the tube, baseplate
and housing plus
any accessories and
hardware as required.

Available in a variety

A small add-in that plugs
into our quick connect
port, providing a high
strength Kensington
style security slot to
connect security
cables to.

Our standalone VESA

Have a custom project
requirement? We can
work with you to create
the right product for your
audience, contact us
today to learn more.

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor, Surface

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor

Compatible with:
Custom configured
for any product

Compatible with:
Original Line, Sphere

Compatible with:
3-in-1, Floor, Surface,
Sphere, Tilt, Wall

An aluminum enclosure
custom machined
to hold the Magtek
iDynamo or eDynamo
Card Readers.

the Magtek Dynamag
Card Reader.

Card reader and/or scanner not included

options. Standard
2 or 4 Original
floor stands.

variety of our units to allow you to create a kiosks
from any small form-factor display with integrated
VESA mount points.

access the power
button of the tablet.
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Visit us online for complete specifications, details and accessory options. Specifications are subject to
change without notice. Although measures are taken to ensure the information and images are accurate,
actual products may differ slightly in appearance to images shown. © 2018 Armodilo Display Solutions,
a division of Bonzai Design Group Inc. Armodilo™, Sphere™, AURA™, ALUR™ Keyo™, ArmoLock™, ArmoTwist™
and Tablet Fit Kit™ are trademarks of Armodilo Display Solutions. All rights reserved. Additional information
can be found online at www.armodilo.com.
Complete information about our Terms & Conditions of Sale as well as our Lifetime Warranty can be
found online at www.armodilo.com.
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